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The Food Crisis Needs an Organic Reset
OCA and Vandana Shiva on the “Food Crisis”
As my long-term India-based friend and political ally, Vandana
Shiva points out, the 2022 global Food Crisis (the third in 15
years) is not primarily driven by food scarcity nor supply chain
breakdowns.
The diabolical architects of the food crisis are the international
bankers, food and grain hoarders, and financial speculators,
aided and abetted by the Poison Cartel—i.e. the global economic
elite making “killer” profits from toxic food and (manipulated)
rising food prices, destroying public health (much to the benefit
of their Big Pharma allies) and exacerbating U.S. and global
poverty.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3BFeBur

Where’s the Beef: Ask Bill Gates?
Dr. Mercola writes:
“In a public statement about new emissions targets, the Dutch
government admitted “The honest message ... is that not all
farmers can continue their business.” Those who do continue
will have to come up with creative solutions to meet the new
emissions restrictions.”
At the same time, the Dutch government is preparing to radically
restrict livestock farming and meat production — likely with
Gates’ blessing, if not due to his influence — Gates is gobbling up
farmland back home.
Despite land prices being at a record-high, Gates purchased a
2,100-acre potato farm in North Dakota in June 2022, bringing
the total land share held by the Gates’ Red River Trust above
270,000 acres.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3vlYIVo

Paving a Digital Road to Hell
Suzanne Burdick of Children’s Health Defense writes:
“The authors of a new report on digital identity systems warned
‘the actual and potential’ human rights violations arising from the
digital ID model can be ‘severe and potentially irreversible.’
The 100-page report — “Paving the Road to Hell? A Primer on
the Role of the World Bank and Global Networks in Promoting
Digital ID” — published by New York University’s (NYU) Center
for Human Rights and Global Justice urged human rights
organizations to heed the threats posed by a global push for
digital IDs.
Digital ID systems that frequently collect biometric data — such
as fingerprints, iris or other facial feature recognition — are being
adopted to replace or complement non-digital government
identification systems.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3z9OIjk

Food, Dispossession and Dependency. Resisting
the New World Order
Colin Todhunter writes:
“We are currently seeing an acceleration of the corporate
consolidation of the entire global agri-food chain. The hightech/big data conglomerates, including Amazon, Microsoft,
Facebook and Google, have joined traditional agribusiness
giants, such as Corteva, Bayer, Cargill and Syngenta, in a quest to
impose their model of food and agriculture on the world.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is also involved
(documented in ‘Gates to a Global Empire‘ by Navdanya
International), whether through buying up huge tracts of
farmland, promoting a much-heralded (but failed) ‘green
revolution’ for Africa, pushing biosynthetic food and genetic
engineering technologies or more generally facilitating the aims
of the mega agri-food corporations.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3zGJdKC

Fauci, Top Biden Officials Subpoenaed in Lawsuit
Alleging They Colluded With Social Media to
Suppress Free Speech
Megan Redshaw reports:
“Top-ranking Biden administration officials — including Dr.
Anthony Fauci — and five social media giants have 30 days to
respond to subpoenas and discovery requests in a lawsuit alleging
the government colluded with social media companies to
suppress freedom of speech ‘under the guise of combatting
misinformation.’
Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt and Louisiana Attorney
General Jeff Landry on Wednesday served third-party
subpoenas on Twitter, Meta (Facebook’s parent company),
Youtube, Instagram and LinkedIn.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3PJCk0t

Monkeypox or Moneypox?
Robert Malone writes:
“In a move that is sure to trigger widespread discussion
concerning the independence, objectivity and wisdom of granting
authority to the WHO to manage global infectious diseases
responses, the monkeypox outbreak has been declared a Public
Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) by the
World Health Organization. The declaration was made
unilaterally, in direct contradiction of independent review panel
advice, by WHO director Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.
Tedros made the declaration despite a lack of consensus among
members of the WHO's emergency committee on the
monkeypox outbreak, and in so doing overruled his own review
panel, who had voted 9 against, 6 for declaring the PHEIC.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3BtLDO1
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